
This Month’s Club Meeting will be 
held on Wednesday March 21st 
at the Flying Shack, Staverton
7.30 for 8pm
We have a talk from Tom Hay on 
his flying experiences in Spain 
and the UK.
See Ed’s comments at the bottom of 
page 2 for more details
a

March 2018
AIRSCREW

Club Subs are now Due
Subs are due for 2018. The £20 rate has not 
changed and is incredible value for money 

If you have already paid we thank you but if you 
had not yet done so then please pay asap 
because the Treasurer would love to be able to 
close the books at the end of March.

 
Sort Code: 40-22-09
Account No: 62599821
Account name: Severn Valley Microlight Club

or bring the cash to the next meeting and hand 
it to the Treasurer Andy Virgoe.

Here are his contact details
Email -  andy@ashleworth.net
Phone – 07852 606 606

or alternatively pay by  via the Club 
website:

If you don't intend to renew this year please let 
us know and if there’s anything we can do to 
change your mind then talk to us, we’ll be very 
sorry to see you go.

We have no paying in facility to cater for cheques on the 
new account at the moment - so please, if possible, do a 
bank transfer to...

Reference: Your name <- Important 

Paypal

https://svmc.info/join-svmc-club/A lovely photo of the Severn horseshoe
by John Sparks

Your Urgent action required re proposed 
Brize airspace changes See full article on 
pages 9 and 10

https://svmc.info/join-svmc-club/
https://svmc.info/join-svmc-club/


 
 

 

    2018 Club Meetings and Events
· January AGM – and something special
· February – A trip to the Jet age museum Staverton
· March – Tom Hay CFI from The Shack on his flying career both in Spain and locally 
      (7:30 for 8pm)
· April – 
· May – summer flying season starts - Popham show on Saturday 5th & Sunday 6th May

th th· June – Fly-UK – register at fly-uk.org (15  – 24 )
th· June - Franglais-Friendly – Rob Keene organizing near Montauban France (23rd-28 )

no meeting, time to fettle those aircraft
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Review - The Jet Age Museum 
The February Club meeting at the Jet Age Museum turned into one of the best attended winter meetings we have had for 
some time. We have a massive aerospace heritage in the local area and this certainly bought it all home. The fact that we 
were short on confirmations and the inevitable late comers turned a 25 attendee expectation into 44 on the actual night. 
Thank you all for making the effort as the Museum had put on 6 volunteers to provide us with formal talks on each of the 5 
major subject areas. Yes it was a bit cold but I think all those who attended and got into the Vulcan and Trident cockpits will 
have thought it well worth the visit. I peeled off after 3 talks to pursue some JAM charity contributions (I hope you didn't mind 
that too much). We raised a significant £225 for the Jet Age Museum Charity on the night; we managed to get some 
members to renew their memberships and I sold more of the club merchandise samples. A great result! 

Don't forget this month (Wednesday March 21st) we are back at The Shack for the final indoor club winter 
meeting featuring Tom Hay (the Flying Shack CFI) and some of his most interesting flying experiences from 
Spain and the UK. Tom has clocked up over 2000 hours of flying instruction so this should be well worth listening to – 
and we may also look to see if there is enough club interest in organizing winter training in Spain. I need your 
views so why not come along.



SVMC History and Merchandise 
Bill has been busy putting more content on the web site in terms of the FULL archive of SVMC Airscrew magazines since 
the Club formed in 1982. This makes really interesting reading for those of us who can remember back that far. Use this 
link to go straight there - 

And the new merchandise range for the Club is now online with details about how to order. On March 21st the final winter 
indoor meeting takes place at the Shack I will be bringing along the remaining samples and taking orders for the next 
delivery. You may spot some of the Committee wearing some of it. Plenty of mugs and stickers still available plus 1 x large 
T shirt and 1 x Large Polo Shirt. If you want to go straight to the page this is the link.
 

Rattus Norvegicus – again
No it's not a re-release of the Stranglers major Punk Rock success of the 70s (that dates me). It's a revisit of those 
furry fiends that get everywhere when not disturbed in the winter. A while back one of our furry chums made its way 
into the kit lockup cabinet in the hangar. That time my flying suit was severely nibbled and defecated on!  So having 

th thmissed a flying possibility on 17  and 18  February I decided to fettle the Blade ready to take advantage of the next 
fine day (Ironically I  write this looking out at the snow drifts). So I dragged the machinery out, took the covers off 
and - blast them! They've been at it again. This time more of a fodder store and picnic area rather than a snug winter 
toilet. I cleaned up as best I could and examined the wiring for signs of chew damage. At the moment all appears to 
be well. So the moral of this story is not to leave it too long between aircraft checks during the winter and to make 
sure you make time before the first flight of the season to ensure full checks and run up testing. I also found a petrol 
leak on the inline filter - so it pays to do a proper check without time pressures. Andy Bill Who was parked next to 
me also had a rodent attack which has been cured by fitting this little device which I will be ordering very soon… 
Works by ultrasonic waves apparently.

https://svmc.info/revised-archive-first-page-two-column/

https://svmc.info/svmc-merchandise/
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Events - coming up
Those who drop onto the Club website occasionally to see what's on will notice that I have started to put any local 
events of general aviation interest into the event schedule (By local I mean within an hour or so for most members).

rd thAlso for the Club we have Rob Keene and the Franglais-Friendly due to take place between 23  and 28  of June 
near Montauban in the Tarn. Anyone interested in flying down by flex or three axis let's keep in touch and see if more 
of us can make it down this year. The host for the event this year will be Olivier Marty – check out the website 

I will continue to run a log at the start of this monthly 'Thoughts' piece which relates to Fly Ins etc. That maybe a 
retrospective for obvious reasons – if the weather is good and it’s Wednesday we will be doing something.  If nothing 
else it will let you know what you missed!

PilotAware Mast - update 1
Those who attended the AGM in January (or read the minutes) will have seen that we voted to extend the PilotAware   
anti-collision geographic range by funding and deploying a mast in the Severn Valley area. 

Progress to date:
· The order was placed and the equipment delivered from Keith Vinning.
· The configuration is all done and ready to deploy as a turnkey solution – we install the equipment, add power 

and an Internet connection.
· The mast for the antenna has now been obtained 

Jon Ingram who is in charge of this project for the Club will be erecting the mast as soon as weather and availability 
allow. Hopefully by the time the flying season gets under way properly we will have some news regards how much 
more reach we have enabled to this valuable aid to flight safety. When we have this up and running we will produce a 
layman's guide to how this all works and we will be able to see how the SVMC installation has extended the national 
coverage.

Age does not come alone… A training piece - on stickers!
I have been told that some of the new logo stickers are not doing as expected when the logo is peeled off the 
backing. So for those who are struggling (like me) here is what you do. Place the sticker on a flat surface (like a 
table) with one end of the sticker hanging off. Bend the backing paper at 90 degrees then flick the edge of the sticker. 
It should now peel perfectly with the adhesive ready to drop onto your chosen artifact.
I needed Phil Hanman to instruct me on this - it was a shameful experience that three committee members couldn't 
work it out! Anyway here is a small diagram to help! If you still can't do it - find a small child to help…

http://www.ulmmidipyrenees.fr/base_ulm.html 
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Out and About Last Month
I’m pleased to say that despite the very changeable weather some Club members did manage to 
get airborne last month.

Here are a couple of photos sent in by Russell Hicks and his comments on them:- 
The Manor house is at the north-east end of the grass runway at Charlton Park, part of the Estate 
of Lord Suffolk.
It's located about a mile or so  north east of Malmesbury.
 
Long Strip about 800 metres plus, a bit of a bumpy bit about 200 metres in from the 07 end, but 
mostly very smooth, lots of birds around including buzzards and sheep very close to runway edge, 
but they are contained by an electric fence. PPR  - Tel:01666 823 200 and Lord Suffolk answers!
 
No facilities but worth a trip for the novelty value.



 

 

Avoiding collisions 
– a monthly update from Director UK Airprox Board giving some learning 

themes for recreational pilots. 

The Airprox Board assessed 26 incidents during the January 2018 meeting.  Of these, 19 were 

aircraft-to-aircraft incidents, with 11 assessed as having a definite risk of collision (1 x Category A 

(providence played a major role) and 10 x Category B (safety was much reduced due to serendipity, 

misjudgement, inaction, or late sighting).   

This month’s predominant theme was flawed situational awareness (including poor planning and not 

following procedures) which was evident in 9 incidents.  Some of these incidents involved pilots not 

assimilating information passed to them by ATC; others where distraction caused pilots to lose track 

of what was going on as they prioritised other tasks; and some where ATC did not pass sufficient 

Traffic Information for the pilot to form a correct mental model.  Late sightings/conflict in Class G 

airspace accounted for 5 other incidents - a fairly predictable figure given that this month’s 

assessments were for the tail-end of the summer months (including the August Bank Holiday) when 

the airspace is busier and exposure to potential collisions increases accordingly.   

Of perhaps more concern, 7 incidents variously involved pilots either flying too close to other aircraft 

(including 2 deliberate interceptions by other pilots); flying over, or too close to, glider and microlight 

sites; and inaction on detecting or being told about an impending conflict.  All of these incidents could 

probably have been avoided with just a little more thought and/or defensive flying by those involved.  

The current key indicators of safety barrier performance for the 128 aircraft-to-aircraft incidents 

assessed so far for 2017 are shown below.  The figures have now stabilised and fluctuate only by 1 

or 2% in most cases.   

 

This article is reprinted from the GASCO Flight Safety Extra
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My Airprox of the month involved two C42 Ikarus aircraft that came into proximity at Compton 

Abbas as they were both joining for the runway 26RH circuit (Airprox 2017230: Category C).  One 

of the pilots was a visiting pilot who decided to join through the standard overhead join (C42(A)).  He 

had heard the other C42 pilot also joining but thought that they were behind him.  For his part, the 

second locally-based C42 pilot (C42(B)), had called that he was joining from the north and intending 

to descend deadside.  The second pilot didn’t hear the transmissions of the first and so was not 

aware that the visiting C42 was there, and the visiting C42 pilot misinterpreted the second pilot’s call 

to think he was also conducting an overhead join.  As can be seen from the diagram, the geometry 

was very much different, and the incident brings a couple of points to mind.  Firstly, the need to be 

absolute clear in intentions on the radio, we don’t know what the second C42 pilot actually said, but 

including something in his call to indicate that he was descending deadside left-hand might have 

been worthwhile.  The other thing to think about when in, or joining a circuit, is where potential 

conflicts might be with other aircraft joining, 

especially if they are non-radio.  We have seen 

Airprox in these situations before where pilots 

established in a visual circuit have been 

surprised when another aircraft has suddenly 

appeared with no apparent calls due to being 

radio-fail and/or with other emergencies.  The 

conflict point here was at the crosswind leg 

where the two joins coincided and hence a 

location for extra-vigilant lookout.  Other 

conflict points are at the start of the downwind 

leg where other pilots might be joining 

downwind, at base leg where others might be 

joining left- or right-base, and on final approach 

where others might be joining from a straight-

in approach.  Fortunately, both pilots saw each other at about the same time in this incident, and the 

visiting pilot abandoned his join, climbed back into the overhead and re-joined from another overhead 

join.  Full details of the incident can be found at www.airproxboard.org.uk in the ‘Airprox Reports and 

Analysis’ section within the appropriate year and then in the ‘Individual Airprox reports’ tab.  

 

 

Airprox 2017230 
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Aerial Horn  

                                                                 
The late ‘Chocolat

 
I’

 
with admirers

 

                        

Team HIMAX -

 

Chocolat

 

II–

 

SSDR Microlight 

                                   

Horn below gearbox

 

 

Over the last twenty five years or so

 

my flying has

 

become a very

 

useful way

 

of observing progress

 

on the farm

 

from an unusual vantage point

  

-

  

as well as keeping an eye on the neighbours

 

activities!

 

However, flying from farm strips can be hazardous, such as 

 

the occupation or encroachment on to

 

the 
landing area

 

by sheep

 

or other livestock

 

in my absence. As

 

a

 

retired farmer,

 

I have

 

spent decades 
working with these animals and adopted

 

some

 

of the more traditional methods

 

used to cope with their 
unpredictable

 

and sometimes irritating

 

habits. So, when returning to land

 

to find

 

sheep

 

peacefully 
occupying

 

the critical area,

 

the only method I could use to clear 

 

them

 

was to ‘buzz’ them

 

off,

 

which 
was usually successful. However, I was only too well aware that this could also occur

 

when elsewhere 
and the livestock

 

would not be so cooperative.

 

After some thought I settled on fitting a small car horn 
inside the nose fairing,

 

by the air intake. Testing was successfully carried out,

 

so much so that I could 
move the sheep off the runway from a distance of

 

over half a mile

 

with

 

a couple of blasts on the horn!

 

Equally,

 

on the ground,

 

warning bystanders of ‘startup’

 

or attracting attention from an enclosed 
cockpit has

 

also been

 

very helpful

 

at times!        

                                                                                                

Andrew John
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VERY IMPORTANT
Please read this article reprinted from the LAA magazine and act before 5th April if 
you want to try to help prevent this from being implemented.
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Committee Role  Contact Email Phone Number  
General Enquiries  - SVMC.Information@Gmail.com  n/a 

Airscrew Editor  Pete Smith  sales@folkdean.co.uk  07516-511747 

Treasurer  Andy Virgo  andy@ashleworth.net  07852-606606 

Fly In Organiser  Brian Finch  brianbumble2@gmail.com  07775-794426 

Fly Out Organiser  Jon Ingram jon@trilliumd.co.uk  07813-042656 

Winter Meeting Organiser  All n/a n/a 

Communications  Rees Keene  rees.keene@overfarm.co.uk  07824-704272 

New Members & Graphics  Andrew Bill  andrewbill281@gmail.com  07968-246431 

Webmaster  Bill Austin  marshview@john -lewis.com 01684 833789  

Chairman  Ed Wells  Edwells59@gmail.com  07741-402590 

    

 

07896 754639

Andy Virgoe

jellylegs56@hotmail.com

 

Dates for your Diary

5th - 6th May - Popham Trade Show
15th -24th June - Fly UK 2018

Items for Sale
a
Aircraft refueling pumps available now from 
Graham Lindley – contact gclinley@tiscali.co.uk 
or 07976-607597 for further details. 

edjwells59@gmail.com

Trip of a lifetime anyone?
Definitely one for people with deep pockets, but hey you only live once!

Many thanks to all the members who have helped me and contributed articles and photos 
this month. Keep them coming it makes my job so much easier.           Pete Smith  (Editor)
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